
California: Three City Councils in Marin
County Vote to Stop Installing Harmful 5G
Towers! 
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New antennas placed on nearly every telephone pole that will generate strong, pulsed
ultra-high frequency radio waves that are much more dangerous to human health than our
present technology. And devices that connect to 5G emit EMF.

Evidence Abounds That Supervisor of
Elections in Broward County Is Committing
Vote Fraud To Steal Senate and Governor’s
Offices from Republicans!
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A concerned citizen videotaped ballots being transported in private vehicles &
transferred to a rented truck on election night, violating-chain-of custody rules. An
election worker signed a sworn statement that she saw campaign workers filling out blank
ballots.

Judge in Murder Case Says Authorities May
Examine Recording Device in Suspect’s Home,
Raising Concerns over Privacy
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New Hampshire:  A judge has ordered that authorities may examine recordings by an Amazon
Echo speaker owned by Timothy Verrill of Dover, who is accused of first-degree murder of
two women.  New devices like Echo and Google Home may record background conversations in
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addition to listening for keywords.  Prosecutors believe that the recordings captured
the attack on one of the victims and could be found in the server maintained by Amazon,
and information from the Echo would also include any cellphones that were paired with
it.  Amazon is insisting on a warrant before handing over private recordings.
A New Hampshire judge has “directed Amazon.com to produce” any recordings an Amazon Echo
may have because it could contain evidence of a January 2017 double-murder. Prosecutors
are looking for the two days worth of recording from the Echo in a Meaderboro Road,
Farmington home where 47-year-old Christine Sullivan and 32-year-old Jenna Pellegrini
were found dead.

The information from the Echo would also include if any cellphones were paired with it.

According to prosecutors, sometime between January 27 and 29, 2017, Sullivan and
Pellegrini were murdered by 36-year-old Timothy Verrill. He was charged with two counts
of first-degree murder, along with other charges, and is in jail waiting for his trial
in May 2019.

“Investigators believe Sullivan was attacked in the kitchen of 979 Meaderboro Road where
the Echo was located, and prosecutors believe there is probable cause to believe there
is evidence on the Echo, such as audio recordings of the attack and events that followed
it,” said court documents.

Read full article here…

Nearly 300,000 Anchor Babies Born to Illegal
Aliens Each Year Outnumber US Births in 48
States!
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Illegal aliens give birth to 297,000 births per year to gain citizenship through
children born on US soil, ‘anchoring’ non-citizen parents in the US, allowing them to
bring an unlimited number of foreign relatives to the country through chain migration.

California: Trump Blames Forest
Mismanagement for Raging Wildfires and Says,
“Remedy Now, Or No More Fed Payments!”
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In the 1990s, burdensome regulations against cutting timber increased and even stopped
in some areas, especially on California forest land that is 60% owned by the federal
government.
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